Are Animals Like People?

Some animals act like people.

Cats can open doors with their paws. Some dogs play ball with their owners. Some birds, such as parrots can say funny things.

When scientists tickle rats, the animals make a noise that sounds like laughing. Elephants can look in a mirror and see themselves.

Animals eat food, have families, have feelings and need love.

What do you think? Are animals like people?
Safari!

Do you like wild animals? Then you would like to go on a safari!

A safari is a trip to look at wild animals. On a safari, you could observe elephant families drinking in a river.

You could watch zebras running on the plains.

You could see hippos playing in muddy water.

There are many amazing animals to see on safari and it is great to see them in their original home. Learning about animals helps people take care of them.

It is fun and you can learn by going on safari. Try it!